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SECTION 9
KEY MACHINES

This section presents the current line-up of Ilco® and Silca® brand
standard and specialty key machines.
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Flash 008 
Manual Operation
Lightweight, compact and portable, the Flash 008 is an ideal choice for 
on-site, mobile jobs or counter tops where space may be limited. This 
manually operated duplicator is designed to cut cylinder, cruciform, 
large bow and long blade keys.

Dim.: 12.2”W x 9.5”D x 8.7H

Flash Mobile
Manual Operation
Battery-operated version of the popular Flash 008 machine that makes 
it a truly “mobile” machine. The 2900mAh battery allows the machine to 
operate at 2200 RPM and will cut 300+ brass keys in a single charge.

Dim.: 16”W x 11”D x 15”H

Speed 045
Manual Operation
Speed 045 is an ideal basic duplicator that is designed with features 
that any user will readily appreciate.  The open style, safety details 
and operational features make this model a choice model for store or 
shop. The included mounting bracket makes it an excellent choice for 
mobile use.

Dim.: 15.75”W x 18.1” D x 9.8”H

Twister II
Manual Operation
Twister II provides convenience, accuracy and precision at a modest 
price point and allows for expansion of capabilities with the optional 
accessories. Lightweight, compact design with a small footprint makes 
this duplicator a perfect choice for mobile applications. The lockable 
carriage prevents movement during transport.

Dim.: 14.6”W x 9.8” D x 14.6”H
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Matrix II
Manual Operation
Matrix II is a premium duplicator that includes LED lighting and elec-
tromechanical calibration.  Rugged construction combined with many 
user preferred features make this model a professionals choice for 
high security key duplications

Dim.: 12.2”W x 15.75” D x 18.5”H

Speed 046
Manual Operation – Flat Keys
The Speed 046 provides an economical and accurate manual cutting 

excellent choice for mobile use.

Dim.: 15.75”W x 18.1” D x 9.8”H

009B
Manual Operation – Tubular Keys
The 009B is an economical solution for duplicating standard tubular 
keys and with the popularity of tubular applications, makes the perfect 
addition to any key cutting services. Simple to operate and the unique 
key positioning device to assure quick, accurate gauging of the tubular 
key blank.

Dim.: 14”W x 4.25” D x 4.25”H

Duo Plus
® and Abloy® Keys

Duo Plus is an innovative, dual carriage machine that cuts cylinder, 

Abus® and Abloy®

Dim.: 20.1”W x 17.7” D x 11”H
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Speed 044

The spring-loaded carriage on Speed 044 is engaged by the press 
of a button. The lever is then moved manually to control the carriage 
movement during the cutting cycle.

Dim.: 22.8”W x 18.1” D x 9.8”H

Crown

The self centering synchronized key vise clamps are designed for pre-
cision duplication of tubular keys.  In addition to the key styles that can 
be duplicated by the standard key vise clamps, additional clamps are 

supplied with machine.)

Dim.: 9”W x 17.75” D x 7”H

Speed 040
Automatic / Manual Operation

operated manually.

Dim.: 19.”W x 18.1” D x 9.8”H

KD50C

Remarkable speed and accuracy in a superbly crafted machine. Cuts 
-

gineered to grip even the most troublesome double-sided auto keys. 
Loaded with features every user will appreciate. Superior design pro-
vides outstanding cutting accuracy and dependable, long term perfor-
mance.

Dim.:  16”W x 18”D x 10”H
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TM

A sturdy machine designed to deliver years of service. The Bravo III 
features quickly to rotatable, EZ-Grip 4-position vise jaws, twin car-
riage shafts, a safety release carriage, and a micrometer adjustable 
tracing guide. Precision machine d part and ergonomic design provide 
for unsurpassed accuracy and ease of use.

Dim.: 15”W x 18”D, x 9.5”H

Delta FO - Manual
Specialty (High Security) Code Machine
Simple to operate, the Delta FO is designed to cut by code the unique 
cuts required for Ford Tibbe® and Jaguar Tibbe® style keys. Ergonomic 
design, direct drive motor and high strength polymer bas makes the 
Delta FO the ideal solution for cutting these high security keys.

Dim.: 8.5”W x 14.75”D, x 10”H

UC199
Electronic
The UC199 is a high precision electronic key cutting machine for sin-
gle and double sided edge cut keys and cruciform keys. The UC199 
combines precision and ease of use as well as high quality results due 
to its innovative functions and laser technology. In stand-alone mode, 
UC199 performs quality key duplication from an original key including 
ability to adjust cuts for worn keys. Originate keys by code via PC with 
software program

Futura Edge 
Built on the successful Futura platform, the Futura Edge is designed for 
edge cut keys. The Futura Edge will easily duplicate by copying from 
the original key, by indirect code or by direct code. Like the Futura Pro, 
this model is powerful enough for the professional and ideal for inexpe-
rienced users thanks to the software-guided procedures.
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Futura Edge Plus
Built on the successful Futura Edge platform, the Futura Edge Plus is 
designed so that edge-cut keys can be easily duplicated by copying 
from the original key, by indirect code or by direct code. The main fea-
ture of the Futura Edge Plus is a tilting cutter unit that also allows the 
cutting and decoding of Medeco® biaxial keys and operates in 3 posi-
tions. The Futura Edge Plus is powerful enough for the professional 
and ideal for inexperienced users thanks to the software-guided proce-

can be assured of precise origination and duplication of edge-cut keys 
and Medeco® biaxial keys.

Futura Auto
The electronic key cutting machine with one cutting station and two in-
terchangeable clamps for duplicating and originating all types of auto-
motive keys, including heavy trucks and motorcycles.  Additional keys 
used for gas cap locks, glove boxes and roof racks are also included 
in the database.

Futura Pro One
Electronic

change optional accessories provide the additional capability to cut 
tubular and Tibbe®

mm) touch screen tablet which guides users step-by-step through key 
cutting operations.

Triax Pro
Electronic (Special Order – 230V Only)
Triax Pro is designed for the professional for decoding, cutting by code 
or from original, laser and dimple keys. Triax Pro also has the ability to 
engrave keys and key tags. Operates stand-alone or PC mode.

Dim.: 17.72”W x 20.08”D, x 13.38” without tablet
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Idea
Electronic (Special Order – 230V Only)
Electronic key cutting machine for code cutting and duplication of bit 

Idea has a wide range of automatic operations that ensures precision 
within hundreds of a millimeter and provides a fast cutting cycle.

Dim.: 15.75”W x 20.47”D, x 17.72”H

Futura Pro
Electronic
A unique electronic key cutting machine combining two cutting stations 
in one user-friendly device that can cut a variety of key styles in one in-
novative machine. A powerful machine for professional key cutters yet 
also ideal for inexperienced key cutters thanks to the software guided 
procedures throughout the cutting process.

Unocode F900
Designed for specialist locksmiths, Silca’s latest electronic key cutting 

-
cess to improve the speed and quality of service to your customer.  

key sold for you. The exclusive Unocode F900 is the truly all-in-one 
-

ing, cutting and sorting leaving you free to manage your next customer.

Dim.: 36.26”W x 29.13”D, x 26.77”H

Engrave keys, pet tags, luggage tags, ID tags and brass plates wit 
this durable, compact engraving unit.  Featuring simple menu driven 
operation, the Engrave-It is the perfect complement to key duplication 
services. A broad range of engraveable tag items is available. Visit our 
website www.kaba-ilco.com to view the versatile Engrave-It in opera-
tion.

Dim.: 13.5”W x 13.25”D x 14.5” H
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The Engrave-It™ XP is designed as a mid-level engraving machine 
suitable for store, shop or an institutional environment. This unit en-
graves keys, sides of IC Cores, brass and laminated ID plates / tags, 
pet tags, luggage tags and more. Optional trays are available for a 
wide variety of keys and IC cores with engraving templates built in. Us-
ing powerful engraving software with your PC, the operator can quickly 
select from a menu of common templates or create their own custom 
settings to engrave other items.

Dim.: 17.5”W x 17.5”D, x 9.5”H

A commercial duty engraving product for engraving multiples of the 
same item. Accessory key blank holders accommodate up to 24 blanks 
at a time cylinder and core holder capacity varies dependent on item 
size. Can also be used for engraving brass metal plates and ID tags. A 
broad range of accessory holders are available. Includes special soft-
ware and is intended for use with a customer supplied PC.  Visit our 

Dim.: 17.5”W x 17.5”D, x 9.5”H

Marker 2000
Electronic Micro Point Style Imprinter
Designed for use in the professional market, the Marker 2000 will eas-
ily imprint keys, medallions, tags. Mark cylinders with the optional C7 
Jaw. The unit’s built-in computer uses a variety of type styles and sizes 
to mark up to four lines of text. By connecting to a PC, capability may 
be enhanced to include graphics and increases text database storage 

Dim.: 8.66”W x 12.6”D, x 17.72”H
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RW4 PLUS - Encoder
Detectors/Encoders - Transponder
A self contained, stand alone cloning device that is capable of cloning 
all faxed code transponders plus Texas Instruments and Philips en-

and indicates chip type, value, and manufacturer.  Code generation 
and archiving capabilities also come standard. No PC, internet con-
nection, or additional software required.

Dim.: 9.5”W x 6.5”D x 6.5”H

Ilco-EZ®-Clone PLUS - Encoder
Detectors/Encoders
A self-contained, stand alone cloning device that is capable of cloning 

-

and indicates chip type, value and manufacturer. Simple two button 

Dim.: 9.5”W x 6.5”D x 6.5”H

Detectors/Encoders-Transponder
Smart Pro is a state-of-the-art vehicle key programmer that provides 
fast, easy and intuitive programming via the graphical user interface. 
Software is driven by MYKEYS Pro, the online key programming 

makes and models worldwide.  Smart Pro is used for adding and de-
leting vehicle transponder keys, proximity fobs, and remote keyless 
entry fobs.

Expertly engineered with high-quality components ensures you of 
high-security standards and outstanding performance. The custom-
ized operating system has been designed and developed by Advanced 

Dim: 12.7”W x 2.6”D x 8”H
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M-Box-Encoder
Detectors/Encoders
The latest cloning solution for Megamos Crypto ID48 transponders and 
Texas Instruments 80 bit transponders as well as allowing Ilco/Silca 
cloning tools to interface with MYKEYS Safe. 

The M-Box with M-Snoop is add-on hardware that adds the  
capability of cloning Megamos® ID48 equipped transponder keys for  
Volkswagen, Audi, Volvo, and more. Most recently the M-Box adds 
the capability to clone transponder keys equipped with the Texas  
Instruments® 80 bit transponder for Ford, Hyundai, and Kia.

The M-Box is compatible with existing Ilco/Silca cloning devices while 
the unique U-Snoop allows for capture of original key data without 
the need to cut a new key. The M-Box can connect to Wi-Fi or use a 
wired internet connection. The M-Box brings total cloning capability 
to approximately 95% of transponder key equipped vehicles in North 
America today.

Dim: 9.625”W x 6.25”D x 1.5”H




